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The main points from today's meeting:

Channel 5 ownership

^ P u ttn a m  has support from an esHmaled 63 Labour, ConservaHve and cross-bench Peers, plus the Lib

If the Conservative front bench support us we will win any vote

Tessa Jowell will see him a couple of times between now and Report [Me]

as Kim seen this yet?]

ITN ownership

A submission is with Kim HoweUs on its way to Tessa JoweHl 
A concession could be that
(a) the d iffe^ t a^ects of the NNP system (the auction arrangement, the ownership rules and the 
m o tio n  of .pah^/fundmg) should be separated out so that they can be repealed/kept independently
(b) the ownership hmits should be thelocus of an early OFCOM review  ̂
Tessa JoweU discussed these ideas with OFCOM yesterday and is broadly supportive.
No Government am en^ent wiU be made in Committee. Instead, we wiU listen to the debate and signal
we are prepared to look at the opposition's arguments. ^

Press regulation

1. There ^  be pressure from the industry to remove OFCOM from the newspaper merger regime
entirely. We wiU resist. There shouldn't be a problem with this in the Lords.

2. The PCC will be an issue. The Select Committtee may want to publish their report on this at a difficult
point for the Bill [I w ill find out when]. Baroness Jay has said she will put down a ■dive Solejt
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amendment and there will be considerable support for it.

Tessa Jowell thinks that a vote on the PCC would send a useful signal to the industry that they need to 
reform. If we were to lose in the Lords, we wiU stand firm in the Commons, but may have to negotiate a 
reform settlement with the PCC. .

RSA

Sky continue to lobby. No one else is much interested and a defeat is unlikely. In any case, the 
concessions that Sky are asking for are not disastrous.
Tessa JoweU and Tessa Blackstone asked for a briefing note j

BBC and NAO

We have an escape route. The BBC have promised to write soon and Ministers would like further advice 
at that point J

Religious ownership

Lord McIntosh is to meet the Bishop of Manchester to explain our position.

Access for those with sensory impairments

There is scope for action outside the specific provisions on the BiQ. David Currie yesterday agreed that 
OFCOM should take a leading role. '

Localness of local radio fclause 3071 

A submission is on its way to Ministers^[|||||||||||||||||||^
The CRCA wiU have an amendment put down at Committee that may be close to a solution.
As with ITN, we should give assurances to consider the arguments.

Next meeting

Unless there is an urgent need for an earlier meeting, the next meeting wiU be between Committee and 
Report stages. Th.e time I have booked is 12 June (at 11.30), which looks about right. Could the BiU team 
please let me know if we need to change this.
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